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This is thf Student Union Building. With all these 
windows we have a building more tempting to professional 
rioters than an American embassy. It will cost you at least 
$60, ($15 per yepr) | just to have it sitting there, so make use 
of it.
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This is the l aw School. Above the door 
vou see a fake balcony, an integral part of the 
general fakeness of Georgian Brick 
architecture. You can't stand on the balcony 
because there is no door leading to it. The 
SUR has a balcony with a door leading to it, 
but you can't stand there either There is no 
insurance coverage on it.
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This is Sir I eonard Tilley Hall It is the Arts Building. If 
you walk around to the other side of it, the building will be 
called Thomas Carleton Hall That too, is the Arts Building Is 
Carleton Hall running into Tilley Hall, or is Tilley Hall 
running into Carleton Hall?i

This is the Nursing Building I ots of people take math 
there, philosophy too, but they w-anted their own building so, 
as you < an see there's two fake balconies here, the university 
really IS fond of fake balconies.
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:This is the Psychology Building. That's why it looks like a 

mental institution. Of course, we can always count on a fake 
balcony to break the bleak monotony of the brick wall. 
Pretty impressive, that balcony. (It's over the door.)
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